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ABSTRACT
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emissions in diesel-propane dual fuel low temperature combustion.
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The present manuscript discusses the use of two diesel injections in diesel-ignited
propane dual fuel Low Temperature Combustion (LTC). Using propane fumigation into
the intake runners of a single cylinder research engine, the maximum and minimum
percent energy substitution (PES) values were obtained to be 90% and 53%, respectively
at 3.3 bar BMEP. An optimal PES value of 80% was used to explore the effects of a
secondary injection on the engine-out emissions. The secondary injection proved to have
a strong influence on combustion phasing (CA50). As combustion is phased closer to
TDC the IFCE shows and increase of 4% at 5 bar BMEP and 6% at 3.3 bar BMEP.
Finally, a relationship between the IFCE and the CO to CO2 conversion was developed.
An increase in the carbon to hydrogen ratio of the fuel shows a reduction of the CO
output of the engine while the CO2 concentration increases. More importantly however,
the CO to CO2 conversion shows a direct effect on the IFCE. It is shown that a decrease
in CO emissions found in the engine-out emissions will correlate directly with an
increase in the IFCE.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND SELECTIVE REVIEW OF
EXISTING LITERATURE
1.1

Introduction
The Engine out emissions regulations set in place by the National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
have become increasingly stringent1. The need for more efficient engine operation has
reached an all-time high. The US accounts for 25% of all energy usage in the world
causing the push for more efficient engine operation to become a very prominent
concern. According to the 2015 annual energy outlook projections in the US, emissions
levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) will continue to remain below the levels in 2005. The
energy outlook projections state that this is due to two main variables. Improved
efficiency and a shift away from carbon intensive fuels2. Figure 1 shows a tabulated
comparison of the carbon dioxide emissions concentrations for various fuel types.

http://www.nhtsa.gov/Laws+&+Regulations/CAFE+-+Fuel+Economy/ld-cafe-midterm-evaluation-202225
2
http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf
1

1

Table 1.1

CO2 emissions from various sources 3.

Pounds CO2
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Factors:

Kilograms CO2

Per Unit of Volume or

Pounds

Kilograms

CO2

CO2

Million

Mass

Volume or Mass

Btu

Million Btu

Propane

12.70/gallon

5.76/gallon

139.05

63.07

Butane

14.80/gallon

6.71/gallon

143.20

64.95

Butane/Propane Mix

13.70/gallon

6.21/gallon

141.12

64.01

Home Heating and Diesel

22.40/gallon

10.16/gallon

161.30

73.16

21.50/gallon

9.75/gallon

159.40

72.30

4,631.50/short ton

2,100.82/short ton

210.20

95.35

117.10/thousand cubic

53.12/thousand

117.00

53.07

feet

cubic feet

Gasoline

19.60/gallon

8.89/gallon

157.20

71.30

Residual Heating Fuel

26.00/gallon

11.79/gallon

173.70

78.79

Jet Fuel

21.10/gallon

9.57/gallon

156.30

70.90

Aviation Gas

18.40/gallon

8.35/gallon

152.60

69.20

For homes and businesses

Fuel (Distillate)
Kerosene
Coal (All types)

thousand cubic
Natural Gas

(Businesses only)
Other transportation fuels

3

www. Eia.gov

2

Table 1.1 (Continued)
Industrial fuels and others not listed above
Flared natural gas

120.70/thousand cubic

54.75/thousand cubic

120.60

54.70

feet

feet

Petroleum coke

32.40/gallon

14.70/gallon

225.10

102.10

Other petroleum & miscellaneous

22.09/gallon

10.02/gallon

160.10

72.62

Asphalt and Road Oil

26.34/gallon

11.95/gallon

166.70

75.61

Lubricants

23.62/gallon

10.72/gallon

163.60

74.21

Petrochemical Feedstocks

24.74/gallon

11.22/gallon

156.60

71.03

Special Naphthas (solvents)

20.05/gallon

9.10/gallon

160.50

72.80

Waxes

21.11/gallon

9.57/gallon

160.10

72.62

Anthractie

5,685.00/short ton

2,578.68/short ton

228.60

103.70

Bituminous

4,931.30/short ton

2,236.80/short ton

205.70

93.30

Subbituminous

3,715.90/short ton

1,685.51/short ton

214.30

97.20

Lignite

2,791.60/short ton

1,266.25/short ton

215.40

97.70

Coke

6,239.68/short ton

2,830.27/short ton

251.60

114.12

NA

NA

16.99

7.71

5,771.00/short ton

2,617.68/short ton

91.90

41.69

Nonfuel uses

Coal by type

Other fuels
Geothermal (average all
generation)
Municipal Solid Waste

3

Table 1.1 (Continued)
Tire-derived fuel
Waste oil

6,160.00/short ton

2,794.13/short ton

189.54

85.97

924.0/barrel

419.12/barrel

210.00

95.25

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration estimates.
Note: To convert to carbon equivalents multiply by 12/44. Coefficients may vary
slightly with estimation method and across time.

Examining the chart above it becomes clear that exploring various options of fuel
types can prove to be a beneficial step in the battle against energy pollution. A study
published by the EPA stated that 29% of all greenhouse gas emissions in 2007 were
generated from the various sources of transportation. The EPA also states that the
transportation industry is the fastest growing source of greenhouse gases in the US since
1990. According to eia.gov the heavy duty sector which consist of the United States
primary shipping options accounted for 6% of the total US greenhouse gas emissions and
20% of the total transportation greenhouse gas emissions in 2007.
The NHTSA and the EPA are co-heading the drive for more efficient operating
vehicles and has previously released the first phase of this plan. In the second phase the
EPA plans a separate standard for complete vehicle and engine-out emissions. The
emissions output of the engine is not dependent on the use of certain technological
advances, however this is left open ended 4.
4

"US EPA, DOT Propose Phase 2 GHG and Fuel Efficiency Standards for Heavy-duty Trucks." News:.

N.p., n.d. Web. 18 June 2016.

4

Throughout the past decade many proposed solutions have come to light. Dating
back to the 1800s there has historically been only two main types of engines. The first
engine uses gasoline as the primary source of fuel energy. This engine operates using a
spark plug placed in the center of the cylinder head to provide the energy necessary to
start the combustion process. This engine type is typically referred to as a spark ignited
(SI) engine. Alternatively, a diesel engine operates without a spark plug to initiate
combustion. Diesel engines operate by the use of high cylinder pressure and temperature
to auto-ignite the fuel. This engine type is typically referred to as a compression ignited
engine (CI). The above emissions restrictions have pushed the advancement in engine
technology and control strategies as well as the advancements of new combustion
strategies. Diesel engines, however, have risen in popularity due to the high combustion
efficiency, fuel conversion efficiency, engine reliability, and cost effective design. The
use of high compression ratios and throttle-less design has also increased the popularity
of diesel engines [1,2].
A comparison of the operation of a spark ignited engine, compression ignited
engine, and a homogeneous charge compression ignited engine can be seen in Figure 1.1.

5

Figure 1.1

Visual representation of engine operation [3]

Each of the commonly found engines displayed above have several advantages and
disadvantages. A comparison of these engine types found in Figure 1.1 can be found in
Table 1.2.

6

Table 1.2

Comparison between popular engine operation types [4]

Engine type

SI

HCCI

CI

Ignition method

Spark Ignited

Auto-ignition

Auto-ignition

Charge

Premixed

Premixed and

In-cylinder

homogeneous

homogeneous

heterogeneous

before ignition
Injection point

Single

Single

Throttle loss

Yes

No

No

Compression Ratio

Low

High

High

Speed

High

Low/med

Low/med

Combustion

Flame propagation

Multi-point auto-

Lifted non

ignition

premixed
turbulent flame

Fuel economy

Good

Best

Better

Max. efficiency

30% at wide open

>40%

40%

HC and CO

NOx, PM, and

throttle
Major emissions

HC, CO, and NOx

HC
Injection type

Injection pressure

Port Injection or

Simultaneous Port

Direct Injection

and Direct Injection

Low

Low

7

Direct Injection

High

The diesel engine is a major contributor to the overall environmental pollutants
particularly oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and Particulate Matter (PM) [5] [6]. As the energy
demand increases alternative fuels are being explored to decrease the output emissions of
the vehicle. In order to ease the contradiction between the need for increased energy and
the decreasing oil resources while at the same time reduce pollutant emissions, the
utilization of alternative fuels has been found to be an attractive solution. The various
benefits of the supplemented fuels are discussed in detail below.
1.2

Natural Gas
The main component of natural gas is methane, which is the simplest

hydrocarbon. The combustion of natural gas is clean and emits less CO2 than almost all
other petroleum-derivate fuels. Natural gas as a fuel source to power vehicles has been
used since the 1930s [7]. Natural gas based dual fueling has proven to result in significant
reduction in NOx when compared to single fuel diesel operation. This reduction in NOx
is a direct consequence of the difference of the in-cylinder composition prior to ignition
and combustion events [7]. Douville et al [8] concluded that the dynamic performance is
maintained and CO2 emissions are reduced along with higher CH4 emissions at all
operating points when an engine is varied from diesel operation to direct injection natural
gas engine; the ignition delay is similar to that of regular diesel operation mode and the
combustion rate is more equally distributed, resulting in lower local temperatures and
consequently, lower NOx emissions. Natural gas engines have already been developed
and are produced by companies such as Cummins, Inc. Cummins Inc., touts that the use
of natural gas as an alternative fuel source provides ultra-low emissions, excellent torque,
high fuel efficiency and robust performance [9]. With the development of natural gas
8

combustion technology, utilization of natural gas engines has also been extended to
heavy-duty trucks and marine main impellers, where good power performance is in great
demand [10-14].
Natural gas engines however show a reduction of the brake thermal efficiency
when compared to operation with typical pump diesel [14-18]. Alternatively, natural gas
can be used to achieve dual fuel combustion. Diesel as an ignition source is better than a
spark plug due to its higher ignition energy. As a result, lean mixtures of natural gas can
be ignited. In this scenario a high reactivity fuel (typically diesel) is injected into the
cylinder along with the natural gas to provide the natural gas a reliable ignition source. In
this scenario the natural gas is fumigated into the cylinder upstream of the intake valves.
This allows the gaseous fuel to become well mixed with the intake air of the engine. Low
load emissions, however, suffer in this scenario causing an increase in unburned
hydrocarbons emissions compared to typical diesel combustion which results in lower
thermal efficiencies [19].
In an effort to combat the high THC values many researchers have implemented
various strategies such as using hot exhaust gas recirculation [20], intake air temperature
sweeps [21], advancing the pilot injection of diesel [22] and increasing the quantity of
diesel used in the pilot jet [23].
In this dissertation the implementation of a secondary diesel injection to phase the
location of 50% heat release location (CA50) and smooth the cylinder pressure curve will
be explored; however, the primary fuel source is propane.
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1.3

Biodiesel
Another well researched alternative fuel source is biodiesel. Biodiesel is a

manmade fuel that is a product of a trans-esterification reaction of triglycerides of
vegetable oils and alcohol in the presence of a catalyst. The result of the chemical
reaction consists of fatty acids of alkyl esters with properties similar to that of
conventional pump diesel [24].
Research indicates the use of biodiesel as the primary fuel in a compression
ignited engine yield lower engine out carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon, and particulate
matter concentrations [25].
The EPA however has published that biodiesel operation results in increased
oxides of nitrogen (NOx). The table below represents the average emissions impact by
the substitution percentage of biodiesel used by a compression ignited engine [26].

Figure 1.2

Emission behavior as a function of increasing biodiesel substitution [27]
10

By only changing the fuel input properties of the biodiesel the expected NOx
emission increase can be within a range of 16.7 to 38% depending on the operating point.
Figure 1.2 shows there is a linear relationship to the increased percentage of NOx found
in the engine-out emissions based on the substitution percentage of biodiesel. Particulate
matter, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbon emissions however show a healthy decrease
as more biodiesel is substituted into the engine. The increase in NOx is considered to be
caused by the presence of fuel bound oxygen within the composition of the biodiesel as
well as the higher flame temperature [27]. In an effort to combat the NOx penalty
associated with using biodiesel, J. Thangaraja [27] states two major control measures
involving altering the injection duration and location, and selection or modification of the
fuels (FR) are being widely investigated. A summary of the effect of the control measures
and their effects can be found in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3

Biodiesel NOx penalty and control measures [27]

Another method used to combat NOx is a lean NOx trap. A typical 3-way catalyst
will not operate in O2 levels greater than 1% and thus will not work for a conventional or
unconventional diesel engine. For this reason, a NOx absorber was developed. These
devices operate using zeolite which traps the NO and NO2 molecules until full. Once full
a purge cycle is done to regenerate the trap. Typical purge cycles consist of the injection
of fuel before the absorber. The NOx will then react with the hydrocarbons of the fuel to
produce a chemical reaction whose products are water and nitrogen [27].
Other disadvantages of biodiesel include the fuels higher viscosity, higher pour
point, lower calorific value and lower volatility. Biodiesel, however has also been
12

accredited with the corrosion of some components. It has been stated to attack plastic
materials used for seals, hoses, paints and coatings of an engine. Perhaps more
importantly however, the biodiesel shows increased dilution and polymerization of the
engines oil, thus requiring more frequent oil changes [28-36].
1.4

Hydrogen
Hydrogen has recently become an increasingly attractive fuel source. Hydrogen is

a non-toxic, odorless, renewable and recyclable alternative fuel. The only major
combustion product of hydrogen is water and NOx, thus it can potentially and
significantly improve the quality of air. In short, hydrogen is a promising candidate as the
next generation clean energy source for both compression-ignition and spark-ignition
engines. More importantly, hydrogen fuel has the benefits of long-term, continuous
availability, unlike typical petroleum or other fossil fuels that are found in depleting
reserves [37-44].
Among this there are several reasons for applying hydrogen as an additional fuel
to accompany diesel fuel in the internal combustion (IC) compression ignition (CI)
engine. Firstly, it increases the hydrogen to carbon ratio of the entire fuel. The benefits of
this will be further discussed and explored in Chapter 7. Secondly, injecting small
amounts of hydrogen to a diesel engine could decrease heterogeneity of a diesel fuel
spray due to the high diffusivity of hydrogen which makes the combustible mixture better
premixed with air and provide more uniform combustion. It could also reduce the
combustion duration due to hydrogen’s high flame propagation speeds in relation to other
fuels. The laminar flame speed for hydrogen is 1.9 m/s at atmospheric pressure and
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temperature conditions, and it is almost five times higher when compared to 0.4 m/s for
most hydrocarbon fuels [45].
Hydrogen also has a wide flammability limit which can operate as lean and rich as
an air-fuel ratio of 10 to 0.14 respectively. This allows the engine load to be varied
drastically through changes in equivalence ratio. It has also been proven that the
flammability limits widen as the intake temperature is increased, however increases in
pressure will cause the lower flammability limits to increase narrowing the operation of
hydrogen [46].
The use of hydrogen for in cylinder combustion has its drawbacks. Using
hydrogen as a fuel in a compression ignited engine produces favorable conditions for
combustion knock. The high compression ratios of compression ignited engines enhance
this effect [47-48].
Combustion knock is the effect from spontaneous combustion of the end gas
ahead of the propagating flame. When this type of combustion occurs a sonic pressure
wave travels across the cylinder producing an audible ping heard outside of the engine.
This pressure wave is largely responsible for the mechanical engine failure of the
crankshaft, piston, and engine block. The increased hydrogen in the cylinder will also
lead to faster combustion which can cause higher in-cylinder peak pressures and
temperatures [49]. Hydrogen, although being the most abundant element in the universe
is not readily available in its molecular form. The molecules must be separated to
produce elemental hydrogen which requires the use of external energy sources. For this
reason, hydrogen is considered an energy carrier rather than an energy source [50]. The
need to use external energy to obtain elemental hydrogen and the potential for
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mechanical damage to an engine have limited the advancement of hydrogen as a primary
fuel source.
1.5

Propane
Propane has long been considered a clean-burning, high energy alternative fuel

commonly found in light, medium and even heavy duty engines. Propane is a three
carbon alkane (C3H8) which is stored under pressure at 150 psig as liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG) allowing for ease of storage and efficient transportation. As pressure is
released and flow is started the liquid vaporizes and turns into a gas which is then
fumigated into an engine’s intake air stream to be used as fuel. Propane accounts for 2%
of the energy used in the US, however less than 2% is used for transportation. Propane is
instead more commonly found in water heating, cooking, and other home uses. Propane
has an octane rating higher than gasoline however the energy density of the fuel is lower
requiring more fuel to be used to travel the same distance 5. Propane remains an attractive
option in the United States due to the existing distribution channels that can quickly adapt
to the growing market demand.
The high octane rating of propane makes it suitable for spark ignited engines
which operate with a centrally placed spark plug to initiate combustion. In dual fuel
operation small amounts of diesel are used to ignite the propane in order to control the
start of combustion. Polk [51] found that at all engine loads the engine out NOx
emissions were decreased as propane substitution increased. ISHC emissions, however,
suffered with the increased propane substitution. Most importantly it was discovered that

5

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/fuels/propane_benefits.html
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the location of the CA50 plays an important role in the brake specific energy
consumption. Polk also found as the CA50 was phased closer to TDC of the expansion
process the fuel conversion efficiency (FCE) increased. If the CA50 phasing was
accompanied by simultaneous decrease in the combustion duration however, the trend
become more obscure and load dependent. The understanding of this trend will play a
significant role in the understanding of dual fuel combustion. The explained results will
be further explored in this dissertation by implementing a similar combustion strategy
while optimizing the engine to operate under split injection.
1.6

Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI)
HCCI is an attractive method for engine operation due to the increased

homogeneity [52]. The increased homogeneity has been shown to yield higher thermal
efficiencies and lower the engine-out NOx and particulate matter [53]. Gasoline usage in
compression ignited engines has been gaining popularity over the years. Gasoline
however is difficult to auto ignite due to the high octane rating. Due to this operation of
an engine using HCCI gasoline remains challenging due to the difficulty of controlling
the ignition timing and controlling the combustion phasing. Implementing gasoline in a
compression ignition engine provides extended time for fuel/air to properly mix within
the cylinder by increasing the duration between start of injection to the start of
combustion. This is caused by the reduced reactivity of the gasoline fuel compared to
diesel fuel. Due to the challenges associated with using pure gasoline operation of a
compression ignition engine dual fuel gasoline-diesel combustion strategies are currently
being heavily researched [54]. It has been found by Park et al. [55] that using a blend of
diesel and gasoline the increased quantities of gasoline decrease the overall surface
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tension of the mixture. This allows the fuel droplets to separate easier decreasing the
air/fuel mixture process. Controlling the auto ignition of the gasoline fuel has been shown
to provide simultaneous reduction of NOx and soot emissions. This is due to the extended
ignition delay inherent in the poor auto ignition which as shown above increases the
homogeneity of the air fuel mixture and operates the engine under a premixed low
temperature combustion regime [56].
1.7

Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition (RCCI)
Another popular control strategy used to implement gasoline in a compression

ignition engine is reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI). RCCI is a low
temperature combustion strategy used to achieve more efficient clean combustion [57].
RCCI combustion process operates using a low reactivity fuel such as gasoline that is
fumigated into the intake to create a premixed charge within the cylinder. A high
reactivity fuel such as diesel is then directly injected into the cylinder. The high reactivity
fuel auto ignites first causing the combustion to gradually spread from the higher
reactivity zone which initiates the auto ignition of the secondary lower reactive fuel.
Operating and engine under RCCI mode allows for more precise control over the heat
release rate compared to that of HCCI combustion processes [58]. The major issue
surrounding RCCI operation is the limitation of its use under high loads. Under high load
operation RCCI suffers from increased pressure rise rates or NOx and Soot emissions.
1.8

Gasoline Compression Ignition (GCI)
A more recent trend in fuel substitution is the use of gasoline as the fuel source in

a diesel style engine. GCI differs from other methods by using solely the gasoline to
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operate the engine. This method does not use a small spray of diesel to help start
combustion. Gasoline compression ignition is typically operated as a form of low
temperature combustion explained below. Diesel LTC typically is limited by knocking of
the engine while gasoline LTC is limited by misfire [59]. The increased volatility and
reduced reactivity of gasoline compared to diesel fuel allows for the reduction of
particulate matter and oxides of nitrogen [60]. This is due to the increased mixing time
experienced by using gasoline fuel. The decreased reactivity compared to diesel fuel also
allows for the local equivalence ratios to reduce due to more time to become more
properly premixed. [61] Fuel injection timing is much more complicated than standard
diesel operation. Using gasoline, the fuel needs to be injected such that the fuel has
enough time to auto ignite. If the fuel is injected too early however, the air fuel blend will
become overly mixed to the point where auto ignition is not possible [61]. In order to
effectively control the onset of ignition with the use of low reactivity fuels such as
gasoline, EGR is used to phase the combustion process properly [62]. Gasoline has a very
high self-ignition temperature range, which hinders the performance in compression
ignition engines. The use of uncooled EGR aids the increase of intake temperature to
allow for higher in cylinder temperatures. Ciatti [71] found that EGR did not have the
same effect in GCI operating under LTC regime. Instead of EGR reducing oxides of
nitrogen typical of that in diesel combustion Ciatti found that NOx production was
primarily dependent on the oxygen concentration rather the intake air temperature [62].
GCI however does show a reduction in NOx vs conventional diesel, but exhibits an
increase in hydrocarbon emissions. These hydrocarbon emissions do remain lower than
other fuels meeting well-premixed conditions [63]. GCI operation of an engine has
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proven to be difficult, however with recent advancements in the combustion engine this
area of research is gaining more popularity.
1.9

Low Temperature Combustion (LTC)
Low temperature combustion (LTC) operation of an engine has proven to be an

effective method of providing simultaneous reduction of smoke and NOx. This
simultaneous reduction has proven to be very difficult due to the relationship between
smoke and NOx. Typical diesel operation will yield an increase in smoke when NOx
values are reduced and vice versa. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as the
smoke-NOx tradeoff. The most effective method of using LTC is the introduction of
exhaust gas recirculation and retardation of the injection timing [64]. The use of high
amounts of EGR increase the specific heat of the mixture inside the combustion chamber
which reduces the overall combustion temperature. The use of high EGR concentrations
can in turn decrease the engines performance however. High EGR concentrations can
deteriorate the combustion and increase the THC and CO engine output emissions [65].
In a second law analysis of LTC Zheng [66] found using a conventional (353.5 CAD)
injection timing and a late injection of 361.5 CAD 0% EGR exhibited the highest
percentage of exergy destruction during the combustion process. It was found that by not
implementing EGR in low temperature combustion the exergy destruction yielded
approximately 30%. Retarding the injection timing will increase the ignition delay
providing more time for the fuel to become properly mixed within the air in the cylinder.
Doing so will reduce the THC and CO emission, but not without penalty. The brake
specific thermal efficiency has been shown to decrease with retardation of the injection
timing as well as an increase in smoke [67]. A method of combating the decreased engine
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performance is the use of multi pulse injection strategies for use at medium and high
load. The rest of the engine maps will not use the LTC combustion strategies [68-70].
This narrow load limit is due to the increase in the pressure rise rates and combustion
noise at the high loads and the potential for misfire and decreasing combustion efficiency
at lower loads [71]. A major downfall associated with LTC is the challenge associated
with exhaust after treatment. Fundamentally low temperature combustion is effective due
to the reduction of the local combustion temperatures to below 1700K [72]. The reduced
combustion temperature can cause problems in the exhaust after treatments by not
obtaining the light-off temperature required for efficient operation of the catalytic
converter, especially at low loads [73-75].
1.10

Introduction to dissertation topic
This dissertation focuses on dual fuel combustion using propane as the primary

fuel source which is fumigated into the engine’s intake runner. The effects of the
combustion phasing (CA50) will be further explored and explained with the addition of
split injection. With ample data obtained the conversion of CO to CO2 will be explored to
gain a better understanding about which parameters will help reduce engine-out
emissions. While others have focused on dual fuel combustion using propane as the
alternative fuel there are still several gaps within the research that this dissertation will
focus on filling. My original contributions to knowledge include (1) highlighting the
importance of propane substitution (PES) for early start of injection (SOI) dual fuel
diesel-propane LTC (2) highlighting the effect of combustion phasing (CA50) on
unburned hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions reduction while using both a
main and secondary diesel injection. In addition, the CO to CO2 conversion trends are
20

explored with specific focus on after-treatment challenges in future implementation of
dual fuel low temperature combustion technologies.
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CHAPTER II
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
In an effort to aid the reader in understanding the abbreviated parameters commonly
used thoughout the dissertation, their definitions will be provided below.
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 ) described in Equations 2.1 and 2.2 are related to the
The mass flow rates ( m
fluid properties of diesel ( m d ), Propane ( m g ), and air ( m a ). The LHV used in the
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equations correspond to the lower heating values of the fuels. (A/F)st-tot is defined as the
stoichiometric air-fuel ratio. This is the ratio of air to fuel required for complete oxidation
of the fuel into CO2 and H2O. When studying dual fuel combustion, a very important
parameter is the onset of combustion. The onset of combustion is defined by CA5 or the
crank angle at which 5 percent of the cumulative heat release rate occurs. The CA50
value denotes the crank angle at which 50 percent of the cumulative heat release rate
occurs and is denoted as the combustion phasing. This parameter will play a significant
role in the foundation of this dissertation. The combustion duration is determined as the
number angle duration between the 10 percent cumulative heat release and 90 percent
cumulative heat release rate, respectively. In this experiment this value is denoted by
CA10-90. The Indicated Fuel Conversion Efficiency (IFCE) was calculated using the
indicated power obtained via estimation using the cylinder pressure measured by the
pressure transducer, the measured fuel flow rates obtained from the coriolis flow meters
and the LHV of each fuel. The net apparent heat release rate (AHRR) was calculated
using the measured cylinder pressure and the first law of thermodynamics (Eq. 2.6). The
AHRR is calculated as the intake valve closes. At this point the trapped gases can be
modeled as a closed system. It is further assumed that the gas trapped within the cylinder
behaves as an ideal gas mixture. The AHRR lumps the heat transfer from the cylinder to
the walls and the fuel chemical energy as the net heat addition term of the first law of
thermodynamics. The result of obtaining the AHRR allows the calculations of the CA5,
CA50, and the CA10-90. The calculation for the value of gamma (𝛾) used in Eq. 2.6 is
found using a function of mass averaged temperature as in Equation 2.7.
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The SCRE is a 1.827 L, four-stroke compression ignition engine with a geometric
compression ratio of 17.1:1 and a centrally mounted 8-hole nozzle diesel injector, which
is fed by a commonrail injection system. Independently driven engine oil and coolant
conditioning units provide for the SCRE lubrication and cooling needs. More detailed
overview of the engine parameters can be found in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1

SCRE geometric parameters.

Number of Cylinders
Engine Type
Displacement
Compression Ratio
Piston Crown Design
Valve Train
Valve actuation
Bore x Stroke
Connecting Rod
IVO (1mm lift)
IVC (1mm lift)
EVO (1mm lift)
EVC (1mm lift)
Fuel Pump
Injection System
Injector nozzle hole diameter

1
Highly Modified, Based off Doosan
DV-11 Platform
1.827 L
17.1:1
Mexican Hat
2 Intake, 2 Exhaust valves
rocker arm, pushrod driven
128 x 142 mm
228 mm
13 CAD
167 CAD
513 CAD
704 CAD
Bosch CP3
Electronically controlled IMV,
common-rail
0.197 mm, 8 holes
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Since no effort is made to quantify accessory parasitic power, all results reported
in this study correspond to their respective indicated values. A 250 HP AC regenerative
dynamometer, which is controlled by an Inter-Lock V controller was attached to the
SCRE to obtain all relevant torque and speed measurments. Omega Type-K
thermocouples were used to monitor intake, exhaust, coolant, and oil temperatures. An
emissions sampling trolley and an integrated emissions bench is fed temperature
controlled, sampled exhaust emissions via a heated sample line from the exhaust
manifold. This heated sample line will ensure the exhaust does not condense before
measurment allowing for accurate measurments. The emissions bench measures the total
hydrocarbon emissions (THC) with the use of a heated flame ionization detector, while
the NOx emissions were measured with a chemilluminecense detector. The carbon
dioxide and carbon monoxide emissions were measured using a non-dispersive infared
analyzer and the oxygen levels were measured using a paramagnetic detector. An AVL
415S variable sampling smoke meter was used to measure the smoke output of the engine
which is measured in filter smoke number (FSN). Due to the engine being naturally
asperated intake boosting was simulated by an Atlas Copco air compressor (Model
GA75) coupled with a heatless desiccant dryer (Model CD 250). A Model SN16-SA-235
FlowMaxx sonic orfice was used to measure the intake air flow. For the orfice to function
properly the pressure must stay above the critical pressure ratio. To monitor this an
absolute pressure transuders was fitted on the orfice at the inlet and a gauge pressure
transducer downstream near the intake runners of the engine was used. With the pressure
tranducers fit the pressure ratio across the inlet and outlet of the orfice can be monitored
to ensure it is always mantained above the critical pressure ratio of 1.2. The mass air flow
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rate was directly measured form this device based on the sonic orfice calibration curve by
measuring the pressure and temperature diretly upstream of the sonic orifice. The intake
air seen by the sonic orifice was mantained at appoximatly 30°C throughout the duration
of the tests. A stand alone diesel injection controller (SADI) in conjunction with
CALVIEW software enabled the manipulation of the diesel injection parameters. The
propane flowrate was controlled using a HANBAY needle valve (Model MCM-050AB),
which was introduced into the intake manifold via fumigation. Coriolis mass flow meters
were used to accuratly measure both the diesel and propane flow rates into the engine.
The in-cylinder pressure was measured using a Kistler model 6052C pressure transducer
and a Kistler 5010B charge amplifier. The Bosch CP3 diesel injector was instrumented
with a Hall effect sensor to obtain the diesel injector needle lift data. An incremental shaft
encoder with a resolution of 0.1 crank angle degree (CAD) was used to phase both
sensors with respect to crank angle, which was coupled to the crankshaft. Crank-resolved
cylinder pressure and needle lift data was recorded and averaged over 500 consecutive
cycles using the AVL Indismart Gigabit system. Cylinder pressure was pegged to the
intake manifold pressure at BDC which results in atmospheric conditions. All of the
steady state data points were acquired and averaged over a 60 second intreval. Detailed
explanations of the functionality of each component used in obtaining the data compiled
within this dissertation can be found in appendix A detailed layout is shown in Figure 3.1
to give a better understanding of the schematic of engine layout.
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Figure 3.1

Schematic of SCRE layout
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CHAPTER IV
DIESEL BASELINE DATA
A diesel baseline experiment was conducted to provide a means of comparison
between standard diesel engine and dual fuel combustion. The engine’s load was swept
between 2.5 bar BMEP to 7.5 bar BMEP while the intake boost pressure remained a
constant 1.5 bar absolute. Rail pressure also remained constant at 500 bar for the first set
of data points and the commanded injection timing was set to 358 CAD which is
common for many production diesel engines. The second experiment conducted for this
section will mirror the first experiment only changing the injection pressure from 500 bar
to 1300 bar. Maintaining the boost pressure at 1.5 bar and using the rail pressures of 550
bar and 1300 bar will allow for a direct comparison to the dual fuel LTC results. The
completion of this experiment allows a better understanding of how the operation of the
engine using dual fuel LTC compares to typical diesel operation.
4.1

500 bar injection pressure baseline results:
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the cylinder pressure and AHRR with respect to crank

angle. The magnitude of the cylinder pressure changes very little with respect to load,
however as the combustion duration increases the effects of this are clearly represented as
the pressure curve tail is also retarded.
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Figure 4.1

Crank resolved cylinder pressure trends at 500 bar injection pressure

The AHRR shows typical two stage burn inherent with conventional diesel
combustion. The waves in the plot indicate combustion ringing effects. Increasing the
amount of smoothing used during data processing will eliminate this effect, however
doing so compromised the clarity of the first stage of diesel ignition. Analysis of the first
stage ignition of diesel shows the quantity of diesel fuel has little effect of the duration of
this event. The magnitude of this event is shown to be an inverse relationship to the
amount of diesel fuel used. In the figure below it becomes clear that by increasing the
fuel quantity the magnitude decreases. The second peak in the combustion event shows
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the leading edge remaining constantly at the same location for all loads. As load
increased the effect on the second peak is only magnitude and duration which is a direct
consequence on the fuel quantity and combustion duration explained below.

Figure 4.2

Crank resolved apparent heat release rates trends at 500 bar injection
pressure

As seen in Figure 4.3, the amount of fueling required to increase the engine load
had a negligible effect on the onset of combustion (CA5). The increased quantity of
diesel however, did have a significant effect on the combustion duration. As the engine
load increases the combustion duration also increases from 17.4 CAD to 25.3 CAD. This
is to be expected since diesel combustion is not a propagating flame but rather is auto
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ignition and mixing controlled. Increasing the fuel within the cylinder shortens the
premixed peak, but increases the mixing controlled peak and duration. It is also worth
noting that the CA50 is retarded further past TDC as the engine load increases. At 2.5 bar
BMEP the CA50 occurs at 374.5 CAD and increases near linearly to 379.1 CAD at 7.5
bar BMEP. An interesting observation that can be made is the combustion duration
increase of 8 CAD correlates directly the a CA50 increase of 4.6 CAD. It can be
concluded that the retardation of the CA50 is a direct consequence of the increased
combustion duration.

Figure 4.3

CA5, CA50, and CA10-90 at various loads between 2.5 and 7.5 bar BMEP
using 500 bar injection pressure

The ISHC and ISCO show very small changes at 2.5, 3.3, and 5 bar BMEP. When
the load was increased to 7.5 bar BMEP the ISCO increases over 300%. ISCO and ISHC
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tend to follow a very similar pattern in the engine out emissions. As the ISHC decreases
the ISCO also should decrease. The 7.5 bar BMEP point did not follow this patter
requiring a more in depth study. Upon further investigation this point is deemed an
outlier due to the magnitude of the deviation and the increase in the ISCO despite an
increase in the combustion efficiency. Previous research indicates for typical diesel
operation a CA50 phased between 367 – 370 CAD results in the peak fuel conversion
efficiency. As the CA50 in our test is retarded further away from the optimization point
the IFCE shows a healthy decline. The combustion efficiency on the other hand does
show an increase as the load is varied from 2.5 bar BMEP to 7.5 bar BMEP however
0.14% increase will not yield any significant benefits.

Figure 4.4

Engine-out ISHC and ISCO trends at 500 bar injection pressure
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Figure 4.5

IFCE and combustion efficiency trends at 500 bar injection pressure

The increased load on the engine shows a near linear increase in the ISNOx for
2.5 bar BMEP to 5 bar BMEP. Once the engine load reached 7.5 bar BMEP the engine
out oxides of nitrogen decreased significantly to a value of 5.33 g/kW-hr down from 5.94
g/kW-hr. Due to the nature of the smoke-NOx trade off it was expected that the smoke
trend would be the exact opposite of the NOx. This, however, was not the case. There
was no change in the engine out smoke values between 2.5 and 3.3 bar BMEP and the
smoke then showed a decrease in value from 3.3 bar BMEP to 7.5 bar BMEP. It should
be noted that the decrease in NOx with increasing load is due to the late CA50 which
reduces the local temperature. The reduced local temperature therefor decreases the NOx
emissions.
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Figure 4.6

ISNOx and smoke trends at 500 bar injection pressure

In order to ensure the quality of the measurements taken a comparison of the
measured equivalence ratio vs the calculated equivalence ratio was compiled. The
calculated equivalence ratio is obtained by the ratio of the fuel and air measurements. The
fuel flow rate is based on the fuel flow measurements taken using a coriolis flow meter.
The air flow measurements were obtained using a high accuracy pressure transducer and
type K thermocouple located directly upstream of a sonic nozzle flow meter. The
measured equivalence ratio is obtained using the 6 gas emissions bench. The results of
the comparison can be seen in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7

Carbon balance verification at 500 bar injection pressure

Other relevant graphs are posted below but not discussed due to no significant
trend being displayed within the results.
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Figure 4.8

MPRR and Ignition delay trends at 500 bar injection pressure

Figure 4.9

Coefficient of variation of IMEP trends at 500 bar injection pressure
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4.2

1300 bar injection pressure baseline results:
For this experiment the injection pressure was increased from 500 bar to 1300 bar.

The effects of this will be compared to the previously completed baseline experiment
explained above.
The cylinder pressure curve for the 1300 bar injection pressure case shows a
substantial deviation from the 500 bar injection pressure case. The magnitude of the
secondary hump, which is a result of the combustion event taking place while the piston
is moving downward through the power stroke, is drastically increased. As expected
however the magnitude of the second hump is directly related to the fuel quantity
introduced into the cylinder.
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Figure 4.10

Crank resolved cylinder pressure trends at 1300 bar injection pressure

The AHRR curve exhibits similar trends to that of the 500 bar BMEP case. The
2.5 bar IMEP case shows the first stage combustion is releasing significantly more energy
per crank angle degree. As the load increases there is a shift between the first stage and
the second stage. The increased quantity of fuel reduces the magnitude of the first stage
ignition leaving more energy to be released as part of the second stage of ignition. The
AHRR plots also give a visual indication on how the combustion is being phased as the
load of the engine is increased. An important trend worth pointing out is once again the
leading edge of both the first and second stage ignition which are nearly identical only
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differentiating from each other by the magnitude and the duration phasing on the trailing
edge of the AHRR curve.

Figure 4.11

Crank resolved apparent heat release rate trends at 1300 bar injection
pressure

The combustion duration follows a similar trend when compared to the 500 bar
injection pressure experiments. As the fuel quantity increases the combustion duration
also increases. This effect was explained in great detail in the previous section. It is
important to note the diesel injection event remains unchanged from the 500 bar injection
pressure experiment, however the start of combustion is advanced by 3 CAD with the
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increased rail pressure. The CA50 phasing is also much improved with the increased fuel
pressure. At the 5 bar BMEP case the CA50 is phased at nearly 370 CAD which previous
research indicates will provide the maximum IFCE. This phasing of the CA50 again is a
direct consequence of the shortened combustion duration in comparison to the 500 bar
injection pressure experiments. Using the 5 bar BMEP operating point as an example it is
shown that the combustion duration is 16.6 CAD at 1300 bar rail pressure. The 500 bar
injection pressure experiment resulted in a combustion duration of 20.9 CAD at the same
engine load. The decreased combustion duration is a result of the increase atomization
and fuel momentum leaving the injector. As the fuel pressure increases the fuel
entrainment with air is increased allowing for more local ignition sites which results in
the decrease of combustion duration.
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Figure 4.12

CA5, CA50 and CA10-90 at 1300 bar injection pressure

The combustion efficiency is once again increased as the engine load is increased
however the 0.1% increase is not significant enough to be used to explain any particular
trends. The overall fuel conversion efficiency is increased as the CA50 is phased closer
to 10 degrees aTDC. At 3.3 bar BMEP it appears as if the IFCE experiences a decrease of
3.5% however this is an outliner and it is believed to be a result of error in the obtained
measurement. As expected the 5 bar BMEP operating point shows the best IFCE due to
proper phasing of the CA50. Increasing the CA50 beyond that of the optimal 370 CAD
shows the IFCE will slowly decrease in value.
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Figure 4.13

IFCE and combustion efficiency trends at 1300 bar injection pressure

The increased fuel pressure shows a substantial decrease in the combustion
duration however doing so will increase the MPRR of the engine. Taking a look at the
MPRR plots the increased fuel pressure increased the MPRR of the engine to 10 bar/deg.
At 500 bar injection pressure the MPRR value was only 2.3 bar/deg for reference. At 500
bar injection pressure the increased combustion duration allows for a much smother
pressure curve. Once the injection pressure was increased the pressure curve shows a
much steeper increased caused by the reduced combustion duration. Increasing the
engines load decreased the MPRR, however the magnitude of the MPRR remained near
the peak allowable MPRR for our test engine.
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Figure 4.14

MPRR and Ignition delay trends at 1300 bar injection pressure

The ISHC and ISCO shows a decrease in engine-out emissions as the load is
varied once again from 2.5 bar IMEP to 7.5 bar BMEP. At 2.5 bar IMEP both the ISCO
and ISHC values are recorded at 0.5 g/kW-hr. The reduction in those particular emissions
follow a near linear relationship with the increasing load to a final recorded value of
0.284 and 0.314 g/kW-hr for ISHC and ISCO, respectively.
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Figure 4.15

ISHC and ISCO trends at 1300 bar injection pressure

The ISHC value in comparison to that of the 500 bar injection pressure remain
nearly identical to the 1300 bar injection pressure experiments. This shows that the rail
pressure does not alter the amount of unburned hydrocarbons in the exhaust under these
conditions. The ISCO at 2.5 bar BMEP shows an immediate reduction of around 45% at
1300 bar injection pressure with and engine out ISCO value of 0.5 vs 0.9 g/kW-hr.
It is generally recognized that the increased fuel pressure will allow for a
reduction of smoke. In this particular case the quantities of smoke measured between the
500 bar injection pressure experiments and the 1300 bar injection pressure experiments
were virtually identical for all loads. The overall quantities of measured smoke output are
low so further reduction of smoke is unnecessary. The engine out oxides of nitrogen
however experienced a large increase as the fuel pressure was increased. At 2.5 bar
BMEP for the 500 bar injection pressure experiments the NOx value was recorded to be 5
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g/kW-hr. For the 1300 bar injection pressure experiments the NOx increases to a quantity
of 10.55 g/kW-hr and remained nearly double that of the 500 bar injection pressure
experiments for every load condition. Between the 2.5 and 3.3 bar BMEP the NOx value
achieves a maximum value of 12.3 g/kW-hr. Further increase of the engine load showed a
reduction in NOx however the 2.5 bar BMEP operating point remained the minimum. It
can be concluded from Figure 4.16 that the increased rail pressure has adverse effects on
the engine output of NOx values.

Figure 4.16

ISNOx and smoke trends at 1300 bar injection pressure

Figure 4.17 shows the equivalence ratio obtained from the emissions bench
plotted against that of the calculated equivalence ratio based on air fuel measurements.
How each of these values are obtained is explained in great detail in the section above.
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All values are measured within the 5% error mark except for one. The 5 bar BMEP point
did deviate slightly from the 5% line; however, it falls close enough that it can still be
believe the measurements are accurate.

Figure 4.17

Carbon balance verification at 1300 bar injection pressure
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CHAPTER V
INVESTIGATION OF LOW TEMPERATURE DUAL FUEL DIESEL-PROPANE
COMBUSTION IN A SINGLE CYLINDER RESEARCH ENGINE WITH A
FOCUS ON PERCENT ENERGY SUBSTITUTION.
5.1

Introduction
With the new CAFE 2020 standards set in motion now more than ever there is a

large push for alternative combustion methods to help increase fuel economy and lower
the engine out exhaust emissions. One such technique is dual fuel combustion. Dual fuel
diesel–natural gas engines feature essentially a homogeneous natural gas–air mixture
compressed rapidly below its auto-ignition conditions and ignited by the injection of an
amount of liquid diesel fuel around top dead center position [76]. The primary fuel is
fumigated into the intake runner of the engine allowing for ample time for the fuel and air
to premix. The dual fuel combustion strategy however suffers from lower thermal
efficiencies than that of conventional diesel operation at low loads [77]. This is
considered to be due to the flammability limits in the lean overly homogeneous charge
causing high coefficent of variation in the combustion [78]. The ineffective use of the
gaseous fuel results in an increase in the engine-out CO emissions when compared with
conventional diesel operation[77,79-87]. Over the last decade research has focused on
advanced dual fuel technologies to simultaneously reduce NOx and PM emissions [8898]. Earlier attempts focused on micropilot ignited natural gas combustion. These
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attempts, while extremely successful in reducing engine-out NOx and PM, resulted in
exceedingly high unburned HC and CO emissions and excessive cyclic variations [88-91,
94]. However, some efforts, such as uncooled EGR were demonstrated to extend LTC
combustion regime and reduce HC and CO emissions and cyclic variations [92-93]. Later
studies focused on utilizing a stock commonrail diesel pump and injector combination to
investigate parametric effects on dual fuel LTC with methane and propane as primary
fuels in both single and multi cylinder heavy duty engines [95-98]. These studies further
corroborated the fact that very low NOx and PM emissions were possible with
advancement in diesel SOI, but, with an accompanying HC and CO emissions penalty.
This chapter proposes PES management of primary fuel, i.e. propane, as a viable strategy
to reduce HC and CO emissions with minimal NOx and PM penalty from dual fuel LTC.
The primary objective of the present work is to investigate the emissions benefits of
diesel ignited propane dual fuel low temperature combustion in a single cylinder
research engine operating at 1500 RPM and constant load of 3.3 bar brake mean effective
pressure. All experiments were performed with the following parameters held constant:
an engine speed of 1500 rpm, engine load of 3.3 bar BMEP, diesel SOI at 310 CAD, rail
pressure of 500 bar, intake pressure of 1.5 bar-gage, and an intake temperature of 30°C6.
The percent energy substitution (PES) of propane was varied to determine the operating
limits of low load diesel-ignited propane dual fuel LTC. Additionally, the effect of PES
management of propane on engine-out HC and CO emissions were quantified.

6

The operating parameters, particularly the SOI of 310 CAD, were chosen based on previous experiments
performed with the same engine platform where it was determined that the best operating point from a
point of minimum NOx corresponded to an SOI of 310 CAD (Raihan, M. S., (2014) “Experimental
analysis of diesel-ignited methane dual fuel low temperature combustion in a single cylinder diesel engine
”, M. S. Thesis Mississippi State University)
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5.2

Results and discussion

Figure 5.1

5.2.1

Experimental matrix PES sweep maintaining constant load of 3.3 bar
BMEP

Emissions and Performance
Figure 5.2 shows that as the PES was increased from 53 to 90% both the ISHC

and the ISCO increased monotonically to 40 g/kW-hr and 30 g/kW-hr, respectively.
Clearly, reducing the PES decreases ISHC and ISCO emissions. The minimum and
maximum PES were determined by the onset of knock and misfire, respectively. This is
further discussed in Figure 5.5 in the chapter.
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Figure 5.2

ISHC and CO trends at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying PES

As seen in Figure 5.3, the NOx emissions however, exhibited a decreasing trend
as the PES values were increased. This is to be expected as NOx is produced primarily
from the diesel fuel. In this case, with SOI held constant at 310 CAD, when PES is
increased, the diesel pilot size decreases. As a result, NOx is expected to decrease. This is
attributed to increasing ignition delay times and delayed CA5 that progressively occur
closer to TDC, which results in delayed CA50 or combustion phasing. The relative
decrease in diesel amount with increasing PES substitutions results in locally leaner
mixtures and lower local temperatures that lead to lower propensity to form thermal NOx
emissions. However, increasingly lean mixtures will also lead to a loss in combustion
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stability as seen by extremely high COV IMEP (Fig 5.6). The smoke levels measured
exhibits no apparent trend.

Figure 5.3

Indicated specific NOx and Smoke trends at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying
PES

As seen in Figure 5.4, the IFCE increases, reaches a maximum and then decreases
with increasing PES. The combustion efficiency, however, decreases monotonically with
increasing PES. Clearly, the highest IFCE is obtained for combustion phasing closest to
TDC at 80% PES, however further investigation indicates this point is indeed an outlier
due to incorrect indicated power calculations. The decreasing combustion efficiency is
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due to progressively inefficient combustion with increasing PES. This is also evidenced
by high HC and CO emissions at high PES.

Figure 5.4

IFCE and combustion efficiency trends at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying PES

Figure 5.5 discusses CA5, CA50 and CA10-90 trends with PES as the
independent variable. Both CA5 and CA50 exhibit linear trends with PES. In particular,
CA5 is phased closer to TDC with increasing PES. This results in the CA50 being phased
after TDC for PES greater than 80%. This affects IFCE as seen in Figure 5.4 above, i.e.
highest IFCE is observed for CA50 located closest to TDC and IFCE decreases on either
side of this point. Also, for the same diesel SOI of 310 CAD, the CA5 being retarded
indicates increased ignition delay times since ignition delay for this study is defined at the
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time in crank angles between SOI and CA5. The CA10-90 trends support the fact that
with increasing PES, the combustion duration increases since the amount of propane
increases and the diesel quantity decreases. This leads to increasingly lean local
equivalence ratios, which affect local reaction rates, which manifest as slower
combustion rates and increased combustion durations. This also increases the likelihood
of misfire due to over-leaning of the diesel fuel. On the other hand, at the lowest PES,
knock-like conditions are favored due to relatively high local diesel-air ratios, which
favors faster reaction rates.

Figure 5.5

CA5, CA50 and CA10-90 trends at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying PES
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Figure 5.6 shows the MPRR, ignition delay and COV_imep trends. Ignition delay
is observed to increase monotonically with increasing PES. This is due to the fact that the
relative amount of diesel fuel decreases with increasing PES and this results in locally
leaner diesel-air ratios, thereby, decreasing the auto ignition propensity of diesel. An
additional, but unexplored cause could be due to increased specific heat of the mixture
with increasing PES, i.e. with increasing PES, the overall specific heat of the mixture
increases due to increased gaseous substitution. This reduces local temperatures, and
therefore, could influence the ignition delay times of diesel fuel. Also, from Figure 5.6 it
is seen that the MPRR decreases with increasing propane substitution or PES. This
indicates that the combustion noise would decrease with increasing PES, however, at the
highest PES, the combustion becomes unstable as indicated by the high COV_imep value
of 11%. For this study, the maximum MPRR was set at 10 bar/CAD, therefore, at the
lowest PES of 53%, the tendency to knock is clear and the probability of knocking
increases tremendously with any further decrease in PES. Therefore, this lower limit of
PES pegs the knock limit at this load and these engine conditions. Similarly, the high
COV_imep at 90% PES pegs the maximum possible PES achievable before which
combustion becomes unstable due to increasing tendency to misfire.
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Figure 5.6

MPRR, Ignition Delay and COV_imep trends at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying
PES

The cylinder pressure shows a direct relationship to the quantity of propane that is
added to the cylinder. As the amount of propane is decreased and the quantity of diesel is
increased the cylinder pressure increases. This is caused by two prominent effects. The
increased number of ignition sites provided by the increased diesel fuel quantity provides
the propane a better ignition source. The second event is a consequence of the diesel
ignition sites causing the fuel to burn earlier in the cycle. Observing Figure 5.7 it can be
seen that as the PES decreases the pressure curve is phased inline with TDC of the
compression stroke. The combination of the two effects rapidly increases the cylinder
pressure to the peak safe operation limits of our engine. The needle lift traces are
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included to aid in the visulization of the diesel injector. It is shown that the injection
event is occuring at the same CAD location. As the diesel quantity is increased the
injector needle remains open and thus is indicated by a higher magnitude.

Figure 5.7

Cylinder pressure and needle lift trends at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying PES

AHRR shows a similar trend to the cylinder pressure. By only changing the PES
quantity the peak AHRR can be advanced by as much as 18 CAD, while its magnitude
can increase by as much as 150 J/deg. or higher. The reduction of propane substitution as
shown in Figure 5.5 has a direct effect on the combustion duration. Figure 5.8 below
verifies this. Increasing the diesel fuel advances the leading edge of the AHRR curve,
while simultaneously increasing the slope. This is due to the increased ignition sites from
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the increased diesel quantity as explained above. A very interesting trend that was
discovered is the suppression of the low temperature heat release (LTHR) that can be
seen below in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. In Figure 5.9 the LTHR has been magnified to better
represent the effects to the reader. As the quantity of diesel is increased the LTHR
becomes more prominent. As the diesel is reduced the local equivalency ratio of diesel is
reduced. This reduction in the local equivalency ratio suppresses the pre combustion
reaction of the diesel. Due to the increased ignition sites provided by the diesel fuel and
the advanced onset of combustion, the bulk cylinder temperature will also increase as
seen in Figure 5.10. Examining the plots below it becomes clear that by increasing the
amount of diesel injected in the engine, the local equivalence ratios are altered decreasing
the combustion duration. It is also noticed that the end of LTHR for all PES cases occur
around 343 and 347 CAD. This CAD correlates directly to the bulk temperature
indicating that under dual fuel diesel-propane the LTHR ceases when the global
temperature reaches 745-750K. Diesel fuel exhibits a two stage heat release with a
significant negative temperature coefficient (NTC) region likely due to the predominance
of n-heptane as one of its constituents. Although the LTHR is phased earlier with
decreasing PES with a commensurate increase in magnitude, it is instructive to note that
the LTHR ends when the temperature reaches about 750 K for all PES cases indicating
the temperature-sensitivity of LTHR.
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Figure 5.8

AHRR trends at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying PES
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Figure 5.9

LTHR trends at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying PES
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Figure 5.10

Bulk cylinder temperature trends at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying PES

In an effort to verify the measured emission values obtained using the 6 gas
analyzer, the measure emissions were plotted against the calculated emissions values.
The calculated emissions values are obtained using a sonic nozzle for mass air flow
measurements and a Coriolis flow meter to accurately obtain fuel flow measurements.
The two values are plotted against each other to ensure agreement. The closer the data
points are to the center line indicates better agreement. Measurements are considered
accurate as long as each measurement is with a plus or minus 5% window. Figure 5.11
provides visual indication of the accuracy of each measurement.
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Figure 5.11

5.3

Carbon balance verification at 3.3 bar BMEP and varying PES

Conclusions
The effects of propane substitution (percent energy basis) or PES on low

temperature dual fuel diesel propane combustion in a single cylinder research engine
were investigated. A total of two variations of experiments were conducted. The
experiments were conducted at a constant 3.3 bar BMEP, 1500 rpm, constant SOI of 310
CAD, rail pressure of 500 bar, and 0% EGR. The first experiment was used to find the
optimum propane substitution to investigate further dual injection strategies for HC and
CO emissions reduction. The experimentally determined optimal PES value was found to
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be 80%, however due to incorrect indicated power calculation this point was deemed an
outlier. At this location the combustion was phased close to top dead center of the
expansion stroke allowing for maximum work to be extracted from the combusting gases.
The upper and lower limits of the PES substitution were determined to be 90% and 53%
respectively. At these points either the COV or the MPRR was such that engine operation
was unstable and damage to the engine was possible. The following can be concluded
from the experiment above:


Operating envelope can be controlled with PES
o 50% PES increases knocking tendency
o 90% PES approaches misfire



HC emissions decrease with increasing PES with a NOx penalty.



IFCE and combustion efficiency decrease with increasing ISHC, but
CA50 location influences IFCE significantly.



Ignition delay increases linearly with increasing PES.
o LTHR magnitude increases linearly with decreasing PES
o End of LTHR is around 745-750K for all PES


Diesel quantity strongly influences ignition delay behavior
by altering local equivalence ratios. (i.e., more diesel yields
more stratification).
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CHAPTER VI
EMISSION BENEFITS FROM THE USE OF DUAL INJECTION DIESEL-IGNITED
PROPANE COMBUSTION IN A SINGLE CYLINDER RESEARCH ENGINE.
6.1

Experiment overview
The purpose of this experiment is to utilize a dual injection strategy using propane

as the primary fuel and diesel as a secondary fuel in the effort to lower the overall
emissions, particualary the indicated specific hydrocarbons (ISHC), Indicated specific
carbon monoxide (ISCO), and indicated specific oxides of nitrogen (ISNOx). The
experiment was conducted at a constant speed of 1500 RPM, while all other parameters
are left as variables. Two additional experiments were conducted and compared to a
single injection of diesel which was used as the baseline for performance parameters. The
secondary injection was then added and compared to this value to gain an understanding
of how the secondary injection and injection split can affect dual fuel propane-diesel
combustion.
6.2

Introduction
As the EPA engine-out emissions become increasingly stringent researchers have

explored various forms of injection strategies aimed at lowering HC and CO. Introducing
split injection provides beneficial engine performance by increasing IMEP and reducing
the engine-out emissions [99,100]. The reduction of CO and HC are attributed to the
reduction in the penetration length that occurs as a direct consequence of using split
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injections [101]. This injection strategy has been adopted and widely used in diesel
engines for reducing both NOx and soot emissions [102-106]. Partially premixed
combustion makes use of a stratified charge to lengthen the heat release event. The first
injection takes place early in the compression stroke to allow ample time for the fuel to
mix with the entrained air. A second injection is then introduced late in the compression
stroke or even after the piston has reached TDC. Doing so allows for optimal ignition
timing and combustion duration control [106-117]. It has been shown that multiple
injection events can considerably reduce the cycle to cycle variations of the engine and
reduce misfire under cold start conditions [118] By using a split injection, the combustion
delay can be reduced. This allows for more control of the combustion [119]. This control
will aid in the phasing of the location of the CA50. Horibe et al. [120] was able to
decrease the amount of NOx by introducing 40% of the total fuel within the first
injection. The small fuel amount within the first injection showed a reduction in the
initial heat release rate. Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) was then added to the cylinder
mixture to combat the NOx formation. The overall results show significant improvements
of NOx and soot emissions. Soheil [121] focused his study on the effects of split injection
on partially premixed compression ignition (PPCI) diesel combustion. He found that at
low loads 1.37 and 2.97 bar BMEP CO and ISHC trends were dominated by the location
of the first injection. Smoke trends were dominated by the first injection quantity and the
second injection location. At the two loads it was found that brake specific oxides of
nitrogen (BSNOx) showed a reduction of 50% while smoke was reduced by as much as
90% from the values obtained using single injection. With the decrease however, there is
a slight reduction in brake thermal efficiency that resulted in an increase in ISHC.
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Due to the high HC emissions that were measured in the dual fuel experiment
explained above in section 5.2, using split injection strategy was explored to help further
reduce engine-out emissions. Investigation of split injection has yet to be explored for
dual fuel diesel-propane combustion. This chapter will focus on the reduction of the
engine out emissions by optimization of the use of split injection strategies.
6.3
6.3.1

Diesel-propane dual injection 5 bar BMEP
Explanation of procedure
In this set of experiments the primary injection location was held constant at 295

CAD. The parameters which were allowed to vary are PES, secondary injection timing,
and rail pressure in the attempt to lower the ISNOx, ISHC, and ISCO simultaneously.
The experimentally determined PES maximum was determined in the first experiment to
be 90%. At this operating point, the introduction of a secondary diesel injection is not
possible since the secondary injection would increase the MPRR above the safe limits of
engine operation. In order to proceed studying the effects of the PES, the secondary
injection experiment started with a lower PES value (80%). This value also coresponds to
the optimum PES substitution for reduced NOx emissions found in Chapter 5. The engine
load was held at 5 bar BMEP with an intake boost pressure of 1.5 bar and an initial point
was recorded without a secondary injection in order to fully understand the effects of
adding the secondary injection . The second operating point began with the testing of the
secondary diesel injection. The secondary injection timing test was conducted beginning
at TDC. The secondary injection was then retarted beyond TDC into the expansion stroke
with a step size of 5 crank angle degrees. To further explore how the effect of increasing
rail pressure affected the experiment, we continued using the secondary injection timing
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set to either 380 CAD or 375 CAD, however allowed the PES substitution to vary
slightly. By doing so the effects of the PES substitution can be easily isolated. Further
explanation of the parameters that were altered are displayed below in Figure 6.1. Figure
6.1 shows the entire experimental matrix. The x-axis indicates operating points or
experiment number, while the y-axis indicates the variation in injector pressure, PES,
primary and secondary injection timing and duration, respectively. It is to be noted that in
all experiments, the primary injection timing was fixed at 295 CA
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Figure 6.1
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Experimental matrix for 5 bar BMEP dual-injection experiments using a constant primary injection timing of 295
CA

6.3.1.1

Results
In general, as seen in Figure 6.2, retarding the secondary injection from 360 to

365 CAD caused an initial increase in both ISHC and ISCO, however further retardation
of the injection beyond 375 CAD began to decrease the total quantities of the emissions.
Increasing the fuel injection pressure from a value of 550 bar to a value of 650 bar had a
much larger effect on the ISHC and ISCO. Increasing the fuel pressure further decreased
these quatities even more, however the ISCO values remained approximately unchanged
at around 8 g/kW-hr. A very interesting trend that was found is the relationship between
ISHC, ISCO, and CA50. All three parameters follow the exact same trend which
indicates the location of the CA50 is directly related to the products of combustion. This
is explained in greater detail later in the chapter but a quick comparison of the parameters
can be seen in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2

ISHC and ISCO emissions measurements at 5 bar BMEP
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The ISNOx had a very interesting trend. The secondary injection timing sweep
resulted in an inverted bell curve that can be seen in Figure 6.4. Introducing the
secondary injection at TDC causes the NOx to spike up to a value above 1 g/kW-hr.
Retarding the secondary injection into the expansion stroke decreases the ISNOx
tremendously up until the rail pressure is increased. This can be explained by the
secondary injection being phased directly at the onset of combustion. Retarding the
secondary injection has proven to have large benefits in the engine output emissions.
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Although the NOx decreased, it must be noted that the minimum NOx achieved with the
secondary injection is around 0.1 g/kW-hr, which has increased from the reference point (
which did not include a secondary injection) of ISNOx which was slightly below 0.1
g/kW-hr. The increase of the rail pressure had a negative effect on the NOx values as the
NOx values increased to a value slightly below 0.8 g/kW-hr by the last point. The final
four points were taken at a lower PES value. Due to the decrease in PES, the NOx are
expected to increase. This increase can be related to the quantity of diesel that is being
injected since diesel is the primary culprit of NOx formation.
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ISNOx
Smoke

As seen in Figure 6.5 the over all ignition delay definded by equation 2.4 in
Chapter 2 remained fairly constant throughout the constant PES portion of the
experiement, however the decrease in the ignition delay seems to have substantial impact
on the CA50 and emissions output of the engine. The MPRR however varied
dramatically throughout the experimental matrix. Introducing the secondary injection at
TDC showed a slight increase in the MPRR. It is worth noting here that these two points
in which the MPRR increased correlate to the two points that show a decrese in ignition
delay. Retarding the secondary injection further increased the MPRR which can be
explained by the CA50 phasing of the combustion at TDC. The MPRR continued to rise
with the increase of fuel pressure due to the increased atomization of the fuel. Injecting at
a higher fuel pressure atomizes the fuel better allowing the fuel to evaporate quickly
allowing for more ignition sites within the cylinder. The higher fuel pressure also
provided better mixing. The momentum carried from the injector injecting at the higher
pressure aids in the proper mixing of the diesel fuel.
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As seen in Figure 6.6 the start of combustion (CA5), combustion duration (CA1090), and the combustion phasing (CA50) all exibit trends similar to one another. Most
importantly the trends are identical to that of the ISHC and ISCO emissions. As the CA50
approaches TDC of the compression stroke the ISHC and ISCO decrease. To further
explain this Figure 6.7 shows that there is a drastic increase in the combustion efficiency
by phasing the CA50 directly at TDC. The open literature indicates that the maximum
thermal efficiency is achieved when the CA50 is phased to around 10 degrees ATDC
[122]. For dual fuel combustion however this may not be true. Operating point 2 shows
that with a PES substitution percentage of 80 and combustion phasing near TDC provides
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the best results. Decreasing the PES slightly and phasing the combustion directly at TDC
has shown to provide a reduction in ISCO of nearly 40% while ISHC was reduced by
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The combustion duration has also shown to have a significant effect on the engine
output emissions. Analysing point 9 shows a CA50 phased nearly to TDC. The
combustion duration however is a total of 13.2 CAD which is 20% longer than other
values. The effect on the emission output is a drastic decrease in Smoke and ISHC with a
minimal increase in NOx and ISCO.
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The combustion efficiency shows an improvement of 1% between operating point
1 and operating point 12 when the CA50 is phased closer to TDC. This increase helps
explain why the ISHC and ISCO emissions are effected in the manner explained above.
The addition of a secondary injection did not have significant effect on the
cylinder pressure curves for operating points 1-7. By increasing the rail pressure starting
with operating point 9 it can be seen in Figure 6.9 that the peak cylinder pressure is
occuring closer to TDC. The phasing of the cylinder pressure follows the increase in
IFCE indicating that earlier onset of combustion results in an increase in IFCE.
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Looking at the AHRR plots above it becomes clear that the location of the peak
values of and AHRR has a direct correlate to the output emissions of the engine. Since it
has been determind that the CA50 has a distinct relationship on the emissions output, as
well as the location of the peak AHRR values, indicates that the combustion duration will
play significant role in the in cylinder combustion process. The exact cause of this
increase is still unclear and could be related to the duration of the secondary injection.
This will be further explored by fixing the PES value and focusing only on the injection
timings in the subsequent experiments.
In order to ensure carbon balance the emissions bench measured equivalance
ratios were plotted against the equivalance ratios obtained using the sonic nozzle for the
air flow measurments and the coriolis flow meter for the fuel flow measurments. Figure
6.12 below shows near perfect agreement between the two measurments. This gives
confidence in the experimental program ensuring that the experiments are accurate to
well within 5% prescribed by the SAE J1003 standards[123].
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Diesel-propane 3.3 bar BMEP
Explanation of procedure
In this set of experiments, the PES was held at a constant 80% throughout all

operating points. The above experiment showed the effects of lowering the PES value,
however an in depth study of primary and secondary injection timing has yet to be
conducted. The first operating point was set at 500 bar injection pressure, a load of 3.3
bar, 1.5 bar boost pressure and 80% PES. For the first point a secondary injection has not
been introduced. The values obtained from this point are used as a baseline to gauge the
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effects of adding the secondary injection. Beginning with the second operating point a
secondary injection of diesel is added. The secondary injection was started at 360 CAD
and then advanced in 10 degree increments until the COV of IMEP reached the upper
threshold of the research engine. Additionally, the primary injection was retarded by 10
CAD from 300 to 310 CAD as necessary to investigate the effect of rail pressure, also
moving the primary injection to 310 CAD the engine showed immediate improvement on
the COV of IMEP. With the primary injection held constant at 345 CAD the experiment
shifted its focus on the balance between primary/secondary injection and the fuel rail
pressure effects. Operating point 5 begins the testing of the fuel split between the primary
and secondary injection. At operating point 5 the primary injection has a commanded
pulse width of 0.487 ms and a commanded secondary injection pulse width of 0.28 ms.
The injection pressure was then increased by 50 bar maintaining the secondary injection
pulse width but decreasing the primary injection pulse width to compensate for the
increased fuel pressure. Although the injector is commanded to stay open the same
amount of time, the increase of fuel pressure will increase the fuel’s velocity through the
injector which will result in an increase of fuel to the engine, thus the primary injection
must be decreased in order to compensate for this gain. Under these conditions the
secondary injection was decreased while the primary injection was increased in order to
remain at a constant 3.3 bar BMEP. It was found that decreasing the secondary injection
duration improved the overall engine emissions, so a value for the secondary injection
was then held at a constant 0.2 ms. The final three operating point were used to finish
testing the rail pressure effects. The rail pressure was tested at 750 bar, 850 bar and 1000
bar injection pressure. All other parameters remained constant except for the primary
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injection pulse width for reasons explained above. Figure 6.13 below is used to
symbolically identify the parameters which are altered between the recording of each data
point.
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6.4.1.1

Results
Adding the secondary injection at TDC shows an immediate spike in the ISCO

and ISHC emissions from the baseline. By changing the secondary injection timing the
emission values did not improve. As the secondary injection quantity was decreased, the
values for the ISHC and ISCO began to approach that of the baseline. For operating
points 7-9 the ISCO values were measured below that of the baseline, however further
increase of the injection pressure increased these values above the baseline once again.
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Comparing the CA50 trends once again with the ISHC and ISCO it becomes more
clear that the location of the CA50 directly correlates with the engine-out emissions.
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Advancing the CA50 10 CAD beyond TDC shows an immediate spike in the emissions,
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The above parameters were plotted together to aid in the exploration of the effects
of the CA50 location on the ISCO, ISHC, and IFCE. Doing so shows a very clear
relationship between the phasing of the CA50 and the engine-out emissions. As the CA50
is phased closer to TDC there is a drastic decrease in all emissions while simultaneously
increasing the fuel conversion efficiency.
The NOx values throughout the test remained between 0.2 and 0.05 g/kW-hr.
Adding the secondary injection provided no significant advantages nor disadvantages.
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Decreasing the amount of fuel in the primary injection by adding a secondary
injection improved the ignition delay. This is expected since by adding the secondary
injection two things are happening. First the secondary injection is adding a second
entrainment wave allowing more air to mix with the diesel. Due to this phenomenon the
ignition delay likely decreases. The only observable trend in the MPRR is by increasing
the primary injection and decreasing the secondary injection the MPRR decreases.
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The COV of IMEP remained fairly consistent with the value obtained using no
secondary injection. However, for it to remain consistent the injection must occur at 345
CAD. A more retarded injection closer to TDC will result in unstable engine operation.
The CA50 will be shifted too far after TDC resulting in large quantities of unburned fuel.
This can be seen by Figure 6.20.
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Observing Figure 6.21 which represents the cylinder pressure curve shows some
interesting trends. Operating points 2, 3, and 4 all show signs of two distinct humps.
These two humps represent the combustion from the primary and secondary injections. It
is also noticed that the peak pressure is occurring well after top dead center. This
correlates directly to the CA50 value and shows that by shifting the CA50 10 degrees
after TDC there is insignificant pressure to properly combust the fuel resulting in the high
cycle to cycle variations seen in Figure 6.20.
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Adding a longer pulse width to the primary injection increased the overall local
equivalence ratios allowing the mixture to be prime for compression ignition. This is also
evident when looking at the AHRR curves. The first two operating points show that
combustion is retarded past TDC. Phasing the combustion past TDC lowers the AHRR
due to the increase of volume in the combustion chamber since the piston is moving
downward through the expansion stroke.
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Figure 6.24 represents this as the AHRR is well below that of the operating points
phased closer to TDC. This would also explain why the engine stability suffers at
operating points 3-5. As the secondary injection timing is advanced the AHRR curve
shifts closer to TDC, however using the secondary injection increases the combustion
duration. Minimizing the secondary injection reduced the combustion duration back near
that of the reference value. It is worth noting here that by increasing the fuel rail pressure
the AHRR increases significantly which resulted in the higher MPRR, IFCE, and
combustion efficiency seen for operating point 9. Further increase of the fuel rail pressure
however had adverse effects. The IFCE and combustion efficiency were both decreased
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as a result, but this may be credited to the decrease of the ratio between the primary and
secondary injection. Further exploration is needed however before this is verified.
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Once again the emissions bench measured equivalence ratio was plotted against
the equivalence ratio obtained using the sonic nozzle (MAF) and the Coriolis flow meter
(Fuel) to ascertain carbon balance. The resulting plot can be found in Figure 6.27. The
figure below indicates all values are within reasonable error. Reasonable disagreement
for the two emissions measurement is defined by the plus and minus 5% line that
encompasses the linear relationship.
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Conclusion
The effects of adding a secondary diesel injection to dual fuel diesel-propane

combustion in a single cylinder research engine was tested. Two variations of
experiments were conducted. The experiments were conducted at a constant 5 bar BMEP
and 3.3 bar BMEP respectively. The first experiment was used to understand the effect of
adding a secondary injection under medium load engine operation. The second test
primarily focused on the secondary injection timing split. The following conclusions can
be made from each test.
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5 bar BMEP:


Phasing CA50 closer to TDC shows a reduction of ISCO of 40%
and ISHC is reduced by 18% when compared to the single
injection baseline.



CA50 phased directly at TDC increases combustion duration by
20% yielding a decrease in smoke with minimal NOx and ISCO
penalty compared to the single injection baseline.



Combustion efficiency shows a 1% improvement with advanced
CA50



At a low rail pressure such as 550 bar the secondary injection
timing and duration have a strong correlation to the engine-out
ISNOx emissions. Injection closer to TDC provides a reduction of
ISNOx with a soot penalty.

3.3 bar BMEP:


Secondary injection causes an increase in ISHC and ISCO
emissions but if phased properly can equal the engine-out
emissions of single injection



CA50 once again shows a reduction on over 50% on ISCO
emissions when phased closer to TDC compared to single
injection.



ISNOx shows a 50% decrease in emissions when CA50 is phase
closer to TDC.
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IFCE shows a 5% increase by phasing CA50 from 9 DATDC to
6.5 DATDC. Further advancing of CA50 did not yield any change
in IFCE.

In performing the test above it becomes clear the phasing of the CA50 has a strong
correlation in the engine-out ISCO, ISHC, and ISNOx values. It has also been shown the
IFCE shows improvement with properly phased combustion.
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CHAPTER VII
DIESEL-PROPANE CO2 TRENDS
7.1

Results
Carbon dioxide (CO2) has long been considered an indicator of complete

combustion for typical gasoline and diesel engines. A comparison on the CO2 emissions
from a typical operating diesel engine to a propane diesel dual fuel engine however has
never been completed. In this chapter the CO2 of both engines will be compared to fully
understand the effects of dual fuel combustion on the engine-out CO2 emissions. This
exploration will be taken one step further in an effort to prove a relationship between the
IFCE of an engine to the ratio of CO and CO2 emissions measured using a 6 gas
emissions sampling system. Baseline data points were obtained and are plotted as a solid
line stretching across the graph to aid the reader in fully understanding the effectiveness
of propane substitution. The orange trend line outlined in Figure 7.1 signifies the effects
of CO2 emissions with decreasing PES substitution. As the PES substitution is reduced
the trend shows a clear increase in the CO2 emissions. Given the baseline data for single
fuel diesel operation the results can be extrapolated to assume the trend will continue
upward until reaching the values of the baseline data point. The increase in the CO2
emissions is likely caused by the increase of the carbon to hydrogen ratio occurring with
increasing diesel addition. The blue line indicates the results obtained from the constant
PES experiment. This experiment shows the fuel pressure and secondary injections will
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affect the CO2 emissions output, however at a much smaller scale than that of the PES
substitution. The addition of the secondary injection showed a decrease in the CO2
emissions indicating less conversion of CO to CO2 during combustion. To further
understand the effects, the IFCE plot in Figure 7.2 must simultaneously referred to. The
constant PES experiments show a very interesting trend. The CO2 and the IFCE follow
the exact same pattern indicating that as the CO2 concentration within the exhaust
increases the IFCE simultaneously increases. The PES sweep results do not show a clear
trend between the CO2 and IFCE results, however the overall pattern does still exist. The
IFCE increases from well below the baseline for a diesel engine to an average of 2
percent higher. The CO2 trends however stay well below the diesel baseline threshold of
the engine. The reduced carbon content C3H8 of propane vs C12H26 (although diesel is a
complex hydrocarbon, for the purpose of explanation, we have approximated diesel fuel
to be represented by dodecane (C12H26) of the fuel in turn reduces the output CO2
emissions from the engine regardless of the IFCE results. As discussed in Chapter 1 the
more simplistic the hydrocarbon is the lower the concentration of CO2 found in the
exhaust. It is important to note that in Figure 7.1 the combustion phasing varies by as
much as 10 CAD while PES was maintained to be a constant. This indicates that the
reduction in CO2 concentration was primarily caused by the changing carbon to hydrogen
ratio of the fuel blend. Combustion phasing has an effect on the CO2 emissions and IFCE;
however, this is much smaller in magnitude compared to the changing carbon to
hydrogen ratio.
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Figure 7.1

Comparison of CO2 emissions trends between diesel baseline and dieselpropane dual fuel LTC at 3.3 bar BMEP
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Figure 7.2

Comparison of IFCE trends between diesel baseline and diesel-propane
dual fuel LTC at 3.3 bar BMEP

Due to the difference in the carbon content of the fuel the 5 bar BMEP case shows
and even larger reduction of the CO2 emissions as seen in Figure 7.3. The CO2 shows an
average reduction of nearly 100 g/kW-h throughout the test. As the PES was decreased
from 87% to 80% there is a mild increase in the CO2 output emissions however changes
in rail pressure, injection split or, the injection duration of diesel did not alter the CO2
emissions. This is likely due to the small amount of diesel being used to ignite the fuel.
An interesting trend that was noticed is the increase of CO2 emissions that were measured
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which occurred due to the increased rail pressure. The same increase of rail pressure used
in the baseline reduced the CO2 emissions. This trend was not expected, but can be
explained by a simultaneous increase in rail pressure being offset by the alteration of the
primary injection timing. By retarding the primary injection event earlier into the
compression stroke the combustion duration is increased allowing for longer conversion
times between the CO and CO2 in the cylinder during combustion.
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The fuel conversion efficiency trend in Figure 7.4 once again follows very closely
with the CO2 plot. This repetition allows more confidence in stating the relationship
between CO2 and IFCE extends into dual fuel engine operation despite the differences in
the complexity of the hydrocarbon being used. Referring to Figures 7.3 and 7.4 the
addition of the secondary injection causes the increase of both CO2 emissions and IFCE,
however when the secondary injection is advanced the IFCE drops to that of the baseline
of the experiment.

Figure 7.4

Comparison of IFCE trends between diesel baseline and diesel-propane
dual fuel LTC at 5 bar BMEP
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To further understand the relationship between IFCE and CO2 the ratio of CO and
CO2 found in the exhaust was plotted against the IFCE. This plot signifies how the
conversion rate of CO to CO2 during combustion affects IFCE. Looking at the plot below
in Figure 7.5 it is clear that with increasing CO to CO2 conversion, the IFCE increases.
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The same plot was created for the 5 bar BMEP case in Figure 7.6. In this case the
general trend remains the same, i.e with increasing CO/CO2 conversion, the IFCE
increases. It is important to note that the maximum (CO/CO2) ratio obtained for the 5 bar
BMEP case is less than the smallest ratio obtained by the 3.3 bar BMEP case, which
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translates into a higher IFCE at the higher load case at all points, i.e. the IFCE maximum
for the 3.3 bar BMEP load case is 45.7% while the minimum for the 5 bar BMEP case is
47.2. This can be explained by once again looking into the carbon to hydrogen ratio.
Increasing the fueling rate also increases the carbon to hydrogen ratio which as shown
previously can have a significant effect on the conversion of CO to CO2.

Figure 7.6

Ratio of CO/CO2 emissions vs. IFCE at 5 bar BMEP
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7.2

Conclusion
It is often stated that the amount of CO2 in the exhaust is correlated to IFCE. A

series of two experiements were conducted at 3.3 bar and 5 bar BMEP with an effort in
developing the concept of how CO conversion is increased with increasing IFCE. In
doing the experiments the following conlusions can be made.


IFCE is directly related to the CO to CO2 conversion. The IFCE of the
engine increases with increasing CO  CO2 conversion at all loads
reported. In particular, at 3.3 bar BMEP a reduction in the CO/CO2 ratio
from 0.16 to 0.06 translates to an increase in 6 percentage points in the
IFCE. Similarly, at the 5 bar BMEP case, a reduction in CO/CO2 ratio
from 0.385 to 0.02 translates to a 1.5 percentage point increase in IFCE.



Increasing the PES shows reduction in CO2 emissions due to the decrease
of the carbon to hydrogen ratio. Figure 7.1 maintains a constant PES value
of 80% which shows the reduction of diesel yields approximately a 160
g/kW-h decrease in CO2 emissions from 591.5 to 436.5 g/kW-h.



CO to CO2 conversion in dual fuel diesel-propane shows a relationship to
engine load.



Increasing the carbon to hydrogen ratio for the fuel blend used increases
the CO2 found in the engine out exhaust measurements more than the
combustion phasing has an effect on the CO2 emissions.

The experiments show the conversion of CO to CO2 greatly effects the IFCE of
an engine. As the CO to CO2 conversion is increased the IFCE also increases. With
increasing CO to CO2 conversion there is a greater heat release aiding the increase in the
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IFCE. This increase in the conversion will also reduce the load on the catalytic converter
since one of the primary functions of the catalytic converter is to convert the engine-out
CO into CO2. In doing the experiments it was also determined that the carbon to
hydrogen ratio of the chemical reaction will play a significant part in the conversion
process also. By using an anternative fuel such as propane the measured engine out
emissions showed immediate reduction of CO2 quantities. This primary reduction has
been shown to come from the reduced carbon to hydrogen ratio. As this ratio is reduced
the measured amount of CO2 found in the engine-out exhaust also decreases. As the
engine load is increased the CO/CO2 is reduced.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
8.1

Summary and conclusions
Through an extensive literature review covering many of the existing alternative

fuel concepts the introduction of a secondary diesel injection as a potential strategy to
reduce CO and ISHC in diesel-propane dual fuel LTC had yet to be explored. This
dissertation focused on first finding the optimal PES value to maintain stable knock-free
engine operation. It was determined that a substitution percentage of 70% provided
optimal combustion phasing allowing for the maximum work to be extracted. Once
determined a secondary injection was introduced into the combustion strategy while rail
pressure, injection timing sweeps, and secondary injection locations were simultaneously
varied to further optimize the engine performance while reducing engine-out ISHC and
CO emissions. The following conclusions were arrived at from the detailed experimental
program described in Chapter 4.7


At 3.3 bar BMEP, the upper and lower PES limits of propane substitution for
stable, knock-free operation of the engine was experimentally determined to be
90% and 53%, respectively.



Lower PES values favor a decreased ISHC and ISCO emissions with a
corresponding ISNOx penalty.
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At higher PES values ISNOx decreases significantly due to the reduction in diesel
fuel, but at the cost of increased ISHC, ISCO and increasing tendency to misfire.



Location of CA50 plays significant role in lowering engine-out emissions.



Location of CA50 phasing drastically alters the IFCE of the engine.



As CA50 is phased closer to TDC, ISHC and ISCO both show a decrease in
engine-out emissions with a simultaneous increase in IFCE.

In an effort to further understand how the CA50 affects the engine-out emissions a
series of test were ran at 5 bar BMEP and 3.3 bar BMEP with the addition of a secondary
injection. A review of the current literature shows that the use of a secondary injection in
dual fuel diesel-propane has not been fully tested. The following conclusions can be
made about the testing.
5 bar BMEP:


Phasing CA50 closer to TDC shows a reduction of ISCO of 40%
and ISHC is reduced by 18% compared to the single injection
baseline.



CA50 phased directly at TDC increases combustion duration by
20% yielding a decrease in smoke with minimal NOx and ISCO
penalty.



Combustion efficiency shows a 1% improvement with advanced
CA50



At a low rail pressure such as 550 bar the secondary injection
timing and duration have a strong correlation to the engine-out
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ISNOx emissions. Injection closer to TDC provides a reduction of
ISNOx with a soot penalty.
3.3 bar BMEP:


Secondary injection causes an increase in ISHC and ISCO
emissions but if phased properly can equal the engine-out
emissions of single injection



CA50 once again shows a reduction on over 50% on ISCO
emissions when phased closer to TDC



ISNOx shows a 50% decrease in emissions when CA50 is phase
closer to TDC.



IFCE shows a 5% increase by phasing CA50 from 9 DATDC to
6.5 DATDC. Further advancing of CA50 did not yield any change
in IFCE.

Upon doing the literature review it became clear there was a lack of knowledge on
understanding the CO2 trends in dual fuel combustion. CO2 trend were obtained for
typical diesel combustion and dual fuel diesel-propane combustion. In order to fully
understand the effects of using alternative fuel a unitless relationship between the ppm of
CO and ppm of CO2 was established as a ratio of conversion.


IFCE is directly related to the CO to CO2 conversion. The IFCE of the
engine increases with increasing CO  CO2 conversion at all loads
reported. In particular, at 3.3 bar BMEP a reduction in the CO/CO2 ratio
from 0.16 to 0.06 translates to an increase in 6 percentage points in the
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IFCE. Similarly, at the 5 bar BMEP case, a reduction in CO/CO2 ratio
from 0.385 to 0.02 translates to a 1.5 percentage point increase in IFCE.


Increasing the PES shows reduction in CO2 emissions due to the decrease
of the carbon to hydrogen ratio. Figure 7.1 maintains a constant PES value
of 80% which shows the reduction of diesel yields approximately a 160
g/kW-h decrease in CO2 emissions from 591.5 to 436.5 g/kW-h.



CO to CO2 conversion in dual fuel diesel-propane shows a relationship to
engine load.



Increasing the carbon to hydrogen ratio for the fuel blend used increases
the CO2 found in the engine out exhaust measurements more than the
combustion phasing has an effect on the CO2 emissions.

Increasing the carbon to hydrogen ratio for the fuel blend used increases the CO2
found in the engine out exhaust measurements more than the combustion phasing has an
effect on the CO2 emissions. The relationships determined in this dissertation shows
promising results for the formulation of a hypothesis when determining the correct fuel to
use in experimentation. Before this can be validated additional experiments are needed.
The section below outlines a series of experiments that can be performed to verify the
findings in this dissertation.
8.2

Recommendations for future work
The data obtained in this research shows significant advantage in using propane as

the substitute fuel in dual fuel combustion. In the experiments explained above the
compression ratio of the engine proved to limit the operation window under this fueling
type. I suggest the effect of various compression ratios be explored. The lower
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compression ratio will expand the operating limits of the engine allowing for more
intermediate PES values to be explored. This study filled the gaps on secondary
injections and the CO/CO2 conversion at various point, but it will prove beneficial to
further explore how individual operating parameters will affect the emission output of the
engine. Parameters such as hot and cold EGR, boost pressure sweeps, and constant CA50
experiments will be helpful in gaining a more complete understanding of diesel-propane
LTC. In this dissertation it was shown that the largest reduction in engine-out emissions
occurs as the CA50 is positioned closer to TDC of the expansion stroke. By using a
combination of EGR and boost the CA50 of dual fuel can be controlled finding the
optimal location. Once this location is determined, sequential experiments can be done to
further optimize the engine while maintaining the constant CA50. Completing the
experiments in this manner will yield the most optimum point to which dual fuel dieselpropane combustion can operate. As stated above doing this in conjunction with multiple
compression ratios will fill the gaps on this area of research which will prove very useful
as the shift to alternative fuel continues.
Similar experiments can be done using a fuel with an octane level between that of
gasoline and diesel. By changing the reactivity level for the fuel required to ignite the
mixture more time is available for the fuel blend to become premixed. This will increase
the ignition delay of the combustion process. The increased ignition delay will phase the
CA50 away from TDC allowing for copious amounts of boost to be used before reaching
the maximum pressure rise rates of the engine’s block. As explained by Ciatti et al.
increasing the oxygen concentration has proven useful in the reduction of NOx for GCI
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style engines [62]. It would benefit the community if this was further explored for various
fuel types including but not limited to dual fuel combustion.
Finally, exploration of the above experiments using a variable valve timing engine
will allow for several advantageous experiments. This will allow full control of when the
intake charge enters the engine as well as allow for control over adopting internal EGR
techniques. Internal EGR is developed by the closing of the exhaust valve before all the
exhaust gases are expelled. The trapped mass will act to heat the intake charge as it enters
the engine while providing other similar benefits of traditional EGR.
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DETAILED EXPLANATION OF DEVICES USED
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A.1

Coriolis flow meter
A Coriolis mass flow meter works by measuring the force resulting from the

acceleration caused by mass moving toward or away from a center of rotation. Our
device uses a two pipe system. Both pipes are of U-shaped design. One pipe remains free
of the working fluid while the other pipe allows the fluid to flow through the device. A
magnetic field is then generated to force the two U-shaped tubes to oscillate at a constant
frequency. This frequency is measured by the device and used as a baseline indicating
there is a zero flow condition. As fluid begins to flow through the tube the Coriolis effect
causes a change in the oscillating frequency compared to the tube without flow. The time
delay between the inlet and outlet frequency that is generated is used to determine the
mass flow rate of the fluid through the device as seen in Figure A.1. Internal calibration
of the device then measures this offset of the frequency and the increase of the magnitude
of the produced sine wave and then outputs the highly accurate mass flow rate in kg/s.
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Figure A.1

Sample time delay of the measured frequency between the inlet and outlet
of the flow tubes.

Source: www3.emersonprocess.com
A.2

Sonic nozzle flow meter
The sonic nozzle used in our lab is a converging diverging type device. The

nozzle operates by either pressurizing the inlet or evacuating the exit of the venturi to
achieve a critical pressure ratio of at least 1.2:17. As long as this minimum requirement is
met the flow is choked or in sonic state. When the nozzle is in sonic state only the
upstream pressure and temperature of the device is needed to measure the flow rate. The
flow through the device is irrelevant of the pressure downstream. The flowrate under
these conditions behaves linearly. i.e. doubling the inlet pressure to the venturi will
double the flow rate through the device. A diagram of the configuration of the sonic
nozzle can be seen in Figure A.2.

7

http://www.flowmaxx.com/sonic.htm
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Figure A.2

A.3

Sonic Nozzle configuration used

Thermocouples
For measurement of all the necessary temperature measurements type K

thermocouples are used. Thermocouples consist of two dissimilar metals welded together
at what is called the junction. When a temperature gradient is introduced a voltage
potential is created. This voltage potential is directly proportional to the temperature
being measured. Type K thermocouples use Nickel-Chromium and Nickel-Alumel as the
metals to construct the device. A type K thermocouple has a very large range of operation
temperatures that ranges from -454 to 2300F. Thermocouples do require a stable voltage
reference and cold junction compensation (CJC) to operate. CJC removes the effect of
voltage generated by these cold junctions to allow for a more accurate temperature
measurement. In our lab CJC is handled internally in the data acquisition system.
A.4

Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer (FTIR)
This device is used to measure the emissions output of our engines. This output is

then compared with the 6 gas analyzer. When the readings of the two devices agree
within a plus or minus 1% of the reading it gives confidence that both devices are
working properly and the values obtained are accurate. The FTIR is a method of
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obtaining infrared spectra by first collecting an interferogram of a sample signal and then
performing a Fourier Transform on the interferogram to obtain a spectrum. The FTIR
collects and digitizes the interferogram, preforms the Fourier transform function and
displays the spectrum. Loaded into the FTIR are calibration files which contain spectra
for the molecules which we intend to measure. The measured sample spectra are then
compared to the calibration spectra to allow us to obtain a quantitative reading of each
molecule constituent in the engine out exhaust such as CO, H2O, NO, NOx etc. An
example of the FTIR read spectrum can be found in Figure A.3.

Figure A.3

FTIR spectrum showing measurement of different gas species and their
relative absorbance.

Source: www.avl.com
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A.5

Pressure transducer
The pressure transducers used for measuring intake pressure, exhaust pressure and

oil pressure for example are voltage output pressure transducers. These pressure
transducers include integral signal conditioning to provide a much higher output than the
alternative millivolt transducer. We use two types of these transducers which operate in
nominal output ranges of either 0-5Vdc or 0-10Vdc. The use of the higher output
pressure transducers are optimal for lab use due to the fact that the higher output voltage
the pressure transducers are not susceptible to electrical noise. The conversion of pressure
into the electrical signal desired takes place by the physical deformation of a strain gauge
that has been bonded into the diaphragm of the pressure transducer and wired into a
Wheatstone bridge configuration. When pressure is applied the diaphragm will deflect
introducing strain to the gauge. The strain will then produce an electrical resistance
change proportional to the pressure seen by the transducer. The output voltage vs
pressure is then plotted to obtain the calibration scale. This scale is then input into a data
acquisition device to ensure the accuracy of the pressure reading by the device.
A.6

Piezoelectric in-cylinder pressure sensor
A Kistler 6052C piezoelectric pressure transducer was designed to operate in a

custom drilled hole leading directly into the combustion chamber of the engine. The
cylinder pressure acts through the diaphragm on the quartz crystal measuring element
causing internal polarization which transforms the pressure in bar into an electrostatic
charge measured in Pico Coulombs. The electrostatic charge is then sent to a signal
conditioner to eliminate any noise and scale the charge into a voltage output that can be
read by the data acquisition device. Since the charge is produced with relative pressure
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changes a piezoelectric pressure transducer requires a pegging pressure. Randolph [124]
describes many pressure pegging strategies, however the most common involves setting a
point of known pressure and fitting a polytropic process to the compression of the engine.
Under engine motoring conditions the pegging pressure used for this testing was set to
atmospheric pressure when the piston is at BDC. Since the intake valves are opened and
boost pressure remains atmospheric, this assumption remains valid.
A.7

Kistler Charge Amplifier
The 5010B charge amplifier is used to amplify the small signal produced by the

Kistler 6052C cylinder pressure sensor. As the charge from the cylinder pressure sensor
enters the device the signal is amplified in accordance to the selected scale. In our case a
scale of 20MU/V was selected to allow ample resolution in data acquisition. A sample
image of the Kistler 5010B charge amplifier can be seen in Figure A.4 Cleaning of the
cables and connections between the sensor and the charge amplifier is vital to limit the
presence of drift of the charge amplifier output. It is also suggested the charge amplifier
be allowed a warm up period of approximately one hour before taking a measurement
[125].
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Figure A.4

A.8

5010B charge amplifier

Air, water and oil temperature conditioner
Our lab is equipped with the ability to control the air, water, and oil temperatures

seen by the engine. This is accomplished by the use of a tuned PID. The set point for the
various temperatures are input into the PID controller. The PID controller then operates a
heating element which will increase the temperature of the incoming fluid to the correct
temperature. Once the fluid reaches the correct temperature the heating element will
oscillate on and off the ensure the temperatures of the fluid remains a constant. Such a
device is crucial in understanding various engine effects such as the parasitic losses of the
engine with changing viscosity oil due to temperature or how the intake air temperature
can affect the engine output emissions.
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A.9

Crank Angle Encoder
Crank angle encoders are used in the determination of the piston position at any

given point in the combustion cycle. This is vital for all crank angle based measurements
of the combustion engine. The crank angle encoder has a resolution of 0.1 degrees. This
resolution is dependent on the number of trigger marks on the marker disc. These marks
are scanned using a transmission photoelectric cell. The light intensity is typically
regulated to ensure accurate readings despite any soiling. Crank angle encoders use of a
wide speed range between 1 to 20,000 rpm allow accurate crank measurements even at 1
rpm.
Since the crank angle encoder only counts pulses it is vital to ensure the sensor is
correctly phased with the engine cycle. A crank angle encoder can be installed at any
angle. TDC for the encoder is determined as the angle between the trigger marker of the
encoder and the physically determined TDC of the cylinder. To determine the physical
TDC of the engine the cylinder pressure curve must be obtained using a cylinder pressure
sensor. Plotting of the cylinder pressure trace will allow you to set an offset for the crank
angle encoder to ensure the measurements are in sync with the engine location.
A.10

Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer (EEPS)
The engine exhaust particle sizer uses a diluted exhaust measurement to quantify

the size, distribution, and concentration of the particles found in the exhaust. The EEPS
device has a measuring range for particles within the window of 5.6 to 500 nanometers.
A continuous flow of exhaust is fed to the measuring device. Once the exhaust gases
enter the device a corona charger excites the particles providing them with a positive
charge. These charged particles are then funneled toward a high voltage electrode
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column. The electrode column is then supplied a positive voltage which causes the
positively charges particles to be directed outward from the device according to the
particles electrical mobility. Depending on the level of electrical mobility of the particle
the particle then strikes a respective electrometer and transfers the charge. The higher the
electrical mobility the higher in the stack of electrometers the particle transmits the
charge. The EEPS device is configured in a manner that will allow for simultaneous
measurements of the various particle sizes. An example working principle of the EEPS
can be seen in Figure A.5.

Figure A.5

Schematic of particle pathways in an Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer

Source: www.tsi.com
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A.11

Inlet metering valve (IMV)
A solenoid device which operated on a commanded duty cycle to regulate the

amount of fuel sent to the high pressure pump of an engine. This is used to regulate the
fuel pressure of the engine and limit the cycle to cycle variations of fuel pressure seen
inside the common rail system.
A.12
A.12.1

6 gas emissions bench
Flame Ionization Detector (FID)
A FID is used to measure the THC of the engine out emissions. This remains as

the industry standard for THC measurements. A heated sample line maintained at 191°C
to prevent hydrocarbon condensation is used to obtain a small sample of the engine out
exhaust gases and feed all of the emissions measuring systems. The gas sample that
enters the FID becomes ionized in the flame and the electrostatic field causes the charged
particles to migrate. This causes a small current that is directly proportional to the amount
of hydrocarbon in the sample and is measured by the device. The current is then
processed and output as a ppm reading. The schematic used for the FID can be seen in
Figure A.6.
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Figure A.6

FID schematic for the detection of ISHC molecules.

Source: Altech E.S.A. emissions bench operation manual
A.12.2

Chemiluminescence Detector (CLD)
A CLD is the industry standard for the measurement of NO and NOx. The CLD

operates on the fact that the chemical reaction between NO and ozone (O3) emits light.
The chemical reaction can be seen below.
NO + O3 → NO2* + O2+hυ
The reaction is the basis for the CLD due to the protons produced. These Protons
are then detected by a photo multiplier tube. The output voltage sent to the readout panel
and is directly proportional to the NO concentration. NOx measurements are obtained by
passing the sample gas over a heated catalyst designed to reduce NOx molecules to NO.
This is done prior to entering the chamber. Once the sample gas enters the chamber the
NOx measurements is done the same as explained before. The schematic used for the
NOx and NO measurements can be seen in Figure A.7.
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Figure A.7

Chemiluminescence detector schematic for the measurement of NO and
NOx

Source: Altech E.S.A. emissions bench operation manual
A.12.3

Non-Dispersive Infra-Red detector (NDIR)
The NDIR is used to obtain the CO and CO2 concentrations found in the sample

gas. An NDIR operates similar to an FTIR but in a much narrower band. An NDIR shines
an infra-red beam through a small container holding the sample gas. The amount of light
absorbed is measured within the specific wavelength. The use of a chopper wheel alters
the offset and gain within the machine to constantly correct the measurements and allows
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the simultaneous measurement of CO and CO2 concentrations. A schematic identifying
the layout of the NDIR can be seen in Figure A.8.

Figure A.8

NDIR Schematic for the measurement of CO and CO2

Source: Altech E.S.A. emissions bench operation manual
A.13

Smoke Meter
Our lab uses and AVL 415 S smoke meter to measure the engine out soot or

particulate matter levels. The exhaust gas is fed through a strip of filter paper. Once the
gas passes through the filter paper a reflectometer is used to determine the relative
blackening of the filter paper. The results of the reflectometer are sent to a micro
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processing unit and ultimately to a readout panel which list the results as a unitless Filter
Smoke Number (FSN). Two measurements are taken at each engine operating condition.
These two measurements are then averaged together and recorded for examination. An
image of the AVL smoke meter can be found in Figure A.9.

Figure A.9

A.14

AVL smoke meter used in ACE lab

Dynamometer speed and load
In order to ensure accurate speed and torque measurements over time

dynamometer calibrations are required. In order to perform the dynamometer torque
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calculation a calibration arm is fitted to the dynamometer shaft. This shaft extends 2 feet
in length away from the center point of the dyno shaft. Known quantities of weight are
slowly added to the calibration arm and the output is measured via a multimeter. Values
for all weight are recorded and the linear calibration scale is input into the software to
ensure accurate measurements. A sample calibration scale for the torque measurement
can be found in Figure A.10.
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Figure A.10 Voltage output at various loads of the dynamometer calibration
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Dynamometer speed measurements are obtained using a magnetic pickup angle
encoder. The output signal of the encoder is based on the engine speed. This device does
not allow for calibration however the correct scale must be input into the recording
software to ensure accurate speed measurements. A sample scale for the engine speed can
be seen in Figure A.11.
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Figure A.11 Dynamometer output voltage as a function of shaft speed.
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